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BREAKING NEWS: Uganda’s bionic athletes are making their debut in the 2018 

Winter E-lympics! …Seasoned veterans Team Canada look out! 

In this tournament, each team will be permitted to use ONE kit of parts (KOP). The KOP for this 

competition are the parts contained within the Standard Lego Mindstorms EV3 robotics kit 

(loaner NXT will be substituted unless we can source the EV3s for each team). The list of parts 

and quantities of each that are contained in this kit can be found in appendix I of this document 

for your reference. Additional motors and sensors outside of those in the KOP are not 

permitted.  

Additional mechanical parts can be used if the part is made from a recycled, common everyday 

material entirely by the participating team. These parts cannot be made from any other robotic 

part from a different kit or system. Specialty parts from other Lego kits or robotics kits are not 

allowed.  

Competing Robots will be inspected before competition begins. Each team and the judges and 

referees will have the opportunity to examine all registered robots and approve them as fair 

competitors. Any additional parts used outside of the KOP must be removed and the robot 

must be re-inspected prior to being able to compete.  

Each team is challenged to design, build and program a single robot to autonomously compete 

in four very different events.  It is up to you and your team how you use your available 

resources like sensors and motors and how you choose to utilize code to address each 

challenge. Combining the single best design with the most effective autonomous program for 

each individual event will be quite a challenge!  

 

Each team will get a maximum of 5 attempts at each event. Their average score of their best 2 

trials will be recorded as their official score in each event. Scoring will be kept according to the 

official scoring sheets which outlines the point structure for each event. 

 

Opening Ceremonies 

Dodge Wall 

Dash & Dab 

Marathon of Obstacles 
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Opening Ceremonies 
With a preloaded uncapped marker attached to their robot, each team will write the two 

characters representing their home country while proudly hoisting their team flag. Characters 

must be clearly legible and can be in any font, style or size up to 1.5m by 2m. 

“UG” for Uganda 

“CA” for Canada 

“US” for United States 

“IN” for India 

 “IS” for Israel 

 

Dodge Wall 
Start point will be marked on the floor located 1.5m at a 45 degree angle from the corner of the 

room. Robot must face the corner point. Robots are to move towards one of the walls that 

comprises the corner and stop at a distance of exactly 15cm from the wall. It must pause for 15 

seconds and the team has the chance to mark the stopping point. After 15 seconds, the robot 

must turn and drive forward to the other wall making up the corner, making contact and then 

returning back to the original start point. 

 

Dash & Dab 
Robots will fire the “start gun” of 2 balls before completing 1.5 laps of the line track, followed 

by the robot deliberately leaving the track line to celebrate with its signature celebration move, 

a 360 spin while simultaneously firing the remaining 2 balls!  

 

This is an on-the-spot timed team challenge.   

Marathon of Obstacles 
…The marathon is always the last event at the (summer) games!  

Begin with the robot centered inside the start box. Dodge all obstacles and use 2 different 

sensors to complete the course using any path you choose, aiming for the least amount of time. 

Time stops when the robot crosses the finish line and stops in the end zone. 
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